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Chapter 1
Introduction, Hypothesis. & Review of Literature
INTRODUCTION
One of the most overlooked parts of the software life cycle is the phase know as
maintenance. Recent studies show that maintenance accounts for between forty to
eighty percent of the total cost of a software package throughout its complete life
[Mar83]. [Par82]. Yet. until recently, little attention was given to this phase. Many
data processing companies are spending increasing amounts of time and money doing
maintenance tasks. As more time is being spent on maintenance of current software,
less time can be utilized for the production of new software [Cha83], [Mar83]. In
extreme cases companies have stopped new software production just to maintain exist-
ing programs [Mar83]. This type of problem demonstrates the need for looking at new
and improved methods for doing software maintenance tasks.
The recent attention that has been given to software maintenance has mainly been
focused on how to develop maintainable software using better design techniques
[Abb83]. [Hec83]. [Mar83]. [Rom85]. This attention to design does not address the
problems that maintainers are facing today. Most software that is currently in use was
not developed with maintainability in mind. In order to solve the problems that main-
tainers face today, tools must be developed that will aid with the maintenance phase.
The need for tool development in the maintenance phase of the software life cycle
has been largely untouched as an area of study in computer science. The area of
software maintenance can be broken into three distinct parts. These parts include: 1)
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understanding what the program being maintained does and how it does it, 2) doing
the actual maintenance task, and 3) the testing the change performed for correctness.
It is in this light that I have developed a Maintenance Assistance Tool (MAT1) that
will aid maintainers in the learning portion of doing a maintenance task. The tool was
developed in the LOOPS programming environment using procedural and object-
oriented programming techniques. MAT1 uses a knowledge base to store information
about the history of changes and the documentation for the program that is being main-
tained. Information can be quickly retrieved from this knowledge base to inform main-
tainers about the program. Some information about the program is displayed graphi-
cally for ease of understanding and to help speed the learning time that maintainers
must use to become familiar with the program that they are to maintain.
HYPOTHESIS
The need for tools to aid in the maintenance phase has been recognized as one of
the areas that can provide an interesting area of study in computer science [Har83],
[Kuh85]. The use of expert systems to solve problems is becoming more popular.
Expert systems allow computers to acquire information and store it in a knowledge
base of information. This knowledge base can then be accessed by the program to help
make decisions that help solve the problem at hand [Bro85], [Dym84],
One of the major problems that maintainers face is that they did not write the
code for the original program. This means that they must learn about the functions
that the program being maintained performs. One of the best sources of information
for learning about the program is its documentation. Another source is a history of
changes from past maintenance tasks performed on the program [Kuh85], [Mar83],
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[Par82]. The learning of what a program does takes a large amount of time. If some-
thing can be done to reduce this learning phase of maintenance, some of the problems
associated with maintenance can be overcome and the high cost of software mainte-
nance reduced.
My hypothesis is that a knowledge-based tool can provide useful information
from distributed documentation including notes about the program being maintained
and the history of changes that have occurred. A knowledge-based tool is a tool that
gathers information into a knowledge base or data base for use in helping to solve the
problem at hand. Distributed documentation and history of changes are separate pieces
of information about a program that can be used to provide details about the function
of a program and about maintenance that has already been performed on it.
The development of this tool should simplify and speed the organization and
extraction of information. By providing information to the maintainer about the pro-
gram being maintained in an easy-to-read format and/or graphically. MAT1 should be
able to shorten the time needed to learn about the program. The shortening of the time
needed to learn about a program will help to make maintenance tasks less costly and
less error prone.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The disproportionate costs associated with software maintenance, as compared to
other phases of the software life cycle, peaked my interest in this area. Many com-
panies are spending increasing amounts of time and money in doing software mainte-
nance tasks. Because maintenance is the most costly part of the software life cycle one
would think that this area would have been studied in depth. This however, is not the
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case. The study of software maintenance and tools to aid in maintenance tasks is rela-
tively new. The review of the literature provided interesting insights into the problems
associated with software maintenance.
Two main categories of literature were reviewed for this thesis. The first category
deals with software maintenance. Software maintenance is used as the theoretical
background for development of MAT1. The second category includes expert systems,
the use of the LOOPS programming environment, the Lisp programming language, and
object-oriented programming techniques. MAT1 was developed in LOOPS which is an
environment designed for easy development of expert systems using the Interlisp-D
programming language and object-oriented programming.
Software Maintenance
The material dealing with software maintenance is important for providing the
theoretical foundation for the derivation of the thesis topic. For many years computer
scientists have realized the importance of doing software maintenance tasks [Mar83],
[Par82]. Many calls for better maintenance techniques and tools have been made, but
little actual work on developing tools to aid in maintenance tasks is documented
[Mar83]. Recent work deals with tools that are in a planning stage and so actual work-
ing tools that are used by maintainers are few in number and are not available for
review [Col85].
Stereotype Associated with Maintenance
The phase called maintenance has had a stereotype of being a beginner's task or a
task for persons on their way out [Par82]. It is evident that many persons feel that
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real programmers do not do maintenance tasks, but instead are reassigned to new
development projects leaving novices to do maintenance of programs. Maintenance is
often viewed as substandard work and many times it does not command the respect of
programmers or management personnel [Par82]. This view of maintenance of software
in itself is evidence of the possibility that problems can arise while a maintenance task
is being performed. The use of novice programmers to maintain code can cause many
problems [Par82].
Problems Associated -with Maintenance
The problems associated with software maintenance are extensive. The problems
include: 1) bad programming practices which make the software difficult to maintain.
2) novice programmers who are assigned to maintenance tasks often cause as many
problems as they solve, and 3) time and money costs which continue to climb [Par82].
The problem of increasing cost is documented extensively in the literature about
software maintenance. According to studies presented in several articles and books,
maintenance of software accounts for between forty to eighty percent of the cost of a
software package throughout its useful life [Ara85], [Kis83], [Mar83]. In 1976 it was
reported that sixty to seventy percent of the Department of Defense's software dollar
was spent on maintaining current software systems. In 1980 that figure rose to eighty
percent. Another study showed that sixty-seven percent of data processing companies'
costs were directly associated with software maintenance [Mar83].
With the rising cost of software maintenance comes increasing pressure on mainte-
nance personnel and upon management dealing with maintenance in most companies
[Bra85], [Col83]. [Mar83]. In some cases, as more time is spent on doing maintenance of
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software, less time is spent in the development of new software. This trend has
evolved to the point where some companies have gone bankrupt because they could no
longer keep up with their new software development obligations [Mar83].
The problems mentioned above show the critical need for research in the area of
software maintenance. The question of where to concentrate research dealing with
software maintenance remains unanswered. In order to understand where research
needs to be concentrated, it is necessary to look at the problem that is central to all
maintenance tasks. This problem deals with the maintainer's need to learn what a pro-
gram does and how it does it. The time needed to learn about a program is one of the
major stumbling blocks associated with software maintenance [Mar83], [Par82].
Categories of Maintenance
To understand how to best solve the problem dealing with learning about a pro-
gram, it was necessary to learn more about maintenance of software. There are many
different categories of software maintenance. MAT1 is designed to be useful while
doing any type of maintenance task. The tasks involved with software maintenance
have several different classifications.
Most articles dealing with the topic of software maintenance divide maintenance
into the three categories defined by E. B. Swanson [Swa76]. In his article Swanson
divides software maintenance into the categories named Corrective Maintenance. Adap-
tive Maintenance, and Perfective Maintenance. Corrective maintenance is performed to
identify and correct software failures, performance failures, and implementation
failures. Adaptive maintenance is performed to adapt software to changes in the data
or processing environments. Perfective maintenance is performed to enhance
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performance of the software, improve cost-effectiveness, improve processing efficiency,
or to improve maintainability.
Another categorization of maintenance tasks was proposed by John Reutter
[Reu81]. Reutter divided maintenance tasks into emergency repairs, corrective coding,
upgrades, changes in conditions, growth, enhancements, and support. Emergency
repairs are performed when immediate repair of a program is necessary to continue ser-
vice to users. Corrective coding is performed to utilize system resources or to meet the
design specifications. Upgrades are performed to adapt to the changing regulations in
the business world. Growth is performed to adapt to changes in data or in the addition
of new users or programs to the system. Enhancements are performed in response to
user requests for updates to the current system. Finally, support is performed to
explain system capabilities and to measure system performance.
Changing Attitudes Towards Maintenance
More recent publications show that the attitudes towards doing maintenance tasks
are changing. These views are expressed in the calls for more extensive research,
development of tools, and the expressed need for experts in the maintenance field.
Many of the papers written in the IEEE Conference on Software Maintenance that was
held in 1985 express a changing attitude towards software maintenance [Bra85].
[Let85], [Wed85]. People that can do maintenance tasks efficiently are becoming more
important to large corporations and to smaller businesses that use computers, as well.
The 1985 IEEE Conference on Software Maintenance breaks the study of mainte-
nance into several areas of concentration [IEE85]. These areas include production of
maintainable software through better design, development of tools for aiding
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maintainers with software maintenance tasks, development of measures and testing
techniques for maintenance, and approaching software maintenance from a managerial
point of view. All of these different categorizations offer many opportunities for study.
Development of Maintainable Software
From the material that was available, the main thrust in dealing with the problem
of software maintenance is centered in the area of developing maintainable software
[Hec83], [Mar83], [Mil83], [Rom85]. One of the topics stressed is the use of structured
programming techniques and modular code when writing the original program. The use
of standardized code will help in maintenance since the code will be known by the
maintainers and can be easily accessed for changes. Some methods associated with
standardized code include having all program code written by one person, programming
functions and storing them in a library of code so that new programs can be con-
structed using the different functions, and using automated code generators to do as
much of the programming as possible [Abb83]. The use of old code that has been
developed and maintained, for new program development is stressed in some articles
[Lan83]. By reducing human involvement in the code development process, while using
automatic code generators, better and more maintainable code can be produced [Mil83].
A critical area dealing with maintainable programs is the need for the design phase
to address maintainability [Mar83]. By designing modular programs, many of the
problems of adding and perfecting the code can be ameliorated. Programs that are not
written using modular programming techniques can not be as easily maintained as can
programs that are written using structured programming techniques. The modularity
of a program should be developed during the design phase of the software life cycle.
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Introduction of good programming methodologies during design will eventually aid the
maintainer in the maintenance phase.
Documentation
Another factor that is important to the production of maintainable software is the
need for good program documentation. When good documentation accompanies a pro-
gram, the task of maintaining that program becomes less cumbersome. When the origi-
nal programmer is not available to maintain a program, documentation becomes a vital
source of information to the maintainer. The maintainer must learn the function of the
program in order to be able to perform the maintenance task. The development of
automatic documentation generators along with automatic code generators is an idea
that many authors have proposed that will help to solve the problem involving docu-
menting a program [Col83], [Fay85]. [Hou83]. [Kuh85], [Wal85].
The fact that documentation is one of the main sources of information about a
program that is to be maintained is significant enough that I incorporated a documenta-
tion search and display feature into the tool that I developed. Documentation is a good
source of learning material and, because my tool is aimed at cutting down on the time
that necessary to learn about a program that is to be maintained, this feature was
added to the tool.
Measures of Maintainability
Another topic that is closely associated with maintainable software is the develop-
ment of measures of maintainability of program code. Measures of maintainability
include understandability of code, reliability of code, code testability, code
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modifiability. code portability, efficiency of code, and useability of program code
[MarS3]. Code that is easily understood, reliable, easy to modify, efficient, and can be
easily tested is much easier to maintain than is code that does not fit into these
categories [Kis83]. Several studies on these categories show a significant reduction in
time that is needed for maintenance personnel to do a maintenance task on code that fit
into the categories that are mentioned above. Code that does not fit into the categories
discussed previously do not score well in measures of maintainability.
Testability of code is a measure of maintainability that has already been studied
in depth. Much work has been done in the testing phase of the software life cycle, and
recent studies link the testability of code to maintainability of code [Mar83]. Many
methodologies for testing code have already been developed. If a program can easily be
tested, it is evident that maintenance work is reduced since testing of modified code is
one of the tasks associated with software maintenance [Chr83]. [Cur83], [Wal85].
Often, easily tested code is more modular in form, which is also an area that is being
stressed by maintenance experts.
The need for software quality assurance as part of a maintenance effort is stressed
in several articles [Bow83] [Day85]. Many times changes are made with the idea that
they will correct mistakes, when in fact they cause many new problems [Bow83].
Software quality assurance deals with the fact that a program does what it was
designed to do. It also deals with the correctness of the results produced by a program.
Software quality is linked to maintenance of software as well. Since maintenance
involves introduction of new code into a program, this code must still produce the
results that the programmer desires. Quality assurance is therefore necessary in
maintenance tasks as well [Day85],
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Management of Maintenance
Management personnel often view maintenance of software in a very different
perspective than maintenance personnel. Managers have to take into account the costs
and time involved in doing maintenance tasks. They must also allocate time for new
software development. Many times, managers face the question of whether to maintain
a current program or to allocate time for development of new software [Mar83].
Management personnel must also decide how maintenance fits into overall
software management. When a new system is installed, the addition of more users
could cause a need for more maintenance. Another problem that can arise is the cost of
purchasing new hardware or software when the current system no longer meets the
needs of a company. All of these problems and many more must be solved by manage-
ment when they are making decisions dealing with maintenance [Bra85], [Col83].
[Dea83].
One proposal to solve some of the problems that management has is to introduce a
better path of communication between maintenance personnel and management. The
idea of using a standardized maintenance request form that will show the need for
maintenance of software is one idea that was presented [Par82]. Other ideas are
presented in the 1983 IEEE software maintenance workshop and in the 1985 IEEE
conference on software maintenance. These ideas include better testing of code and
better quality assurance techniques. Each idea stressed the need for better communica-
tion between management and maintenance personnel.
Maintenance Tools
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The area of research dealing with tools to aid in software maintenance is relatively-
new. The many problems associated with software maintenance show the need for the
development of tools to aid in the maintenance phase. Many tools have been developed
to produce code and documentation [Bus85], [Har83], [Raw83]. This type of tool does
not aid persons doing maintenance tasks, though. The question of what other tools
need to be developed still remains.
The learning phase of maintenance is one area that has not been targeted for tool
development. This phase is important to all maintenance tasks. Maintainers must take
the time to learn the function of a program to be able to make the necessary changes to
it. The question of what are the best sources of information for use in learning about a
program needs to be examined. The answers to this question can be used to learn more
about the learning associated with software maintenance.
Sources of Maintenance Information
Documentation is one of the sources of information that can help maintenance
personnel to learn about the code that they are to maintain. The best type of documen-
tation display is an on line system that is available at the maintainers request [Fay85],
[Kuh85], [Raw83].
Another source of information that is useful comes from the history of past
changes to the program. A history feature in a tool that helps with maintenance tasks
is vital to aid in the learning process associated with maintenance of programs [Par82].
By having a history feature much of the redundancy in the learning process for main-
taining programs can be eliminated. The maintainer will not have to retrace all the
steps that was necessary to make a previous change when a history of changes is
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available for review. Also previous changes will help to identify links in the program
that can cause hidden side effects when a change is made. A history of changes will
help to reduce the time necessary to make a new update to a program. A knowledge of
a history of changes is also useful in determining which changes were successful and
which were not [Mar83].
I have included a history feature in MAT1 that will search for changes made to a
module or variable. Over time rules of thumb can be developed or recognized that pro-
duce correct results when maintenance tasks are performed. By following successful
methodologies the rules of thumb that an expert uses to make successful changes can
easily be learned by new maintenance personnel. For example, when a particular sec-
tion of code is changed and tested, the links it has with the remaining code should be
identified. A maintainer can enter this information into the knowledge base so that the
tool can inform future maintainers of these links and will therefore save time in
correcting hidden errors that may not have been clearly identified. MAT1 is designed
to reduce the time necessary for learning about the program that is to be maintained.
Other Important Maintenance Topics
Many other parts of a program are also important to doing maintenance tasks.
The information that can be learned by having these program parts available for review
is a vital part of MAT1. Variables, modules, parameters, and sections of code are
important items in learning what the program does and also learning about what effects
a change can produce elsewhere in the code [Col85]. By searching for variables used in
a program, the maintainer can see what effects a change he makes might cause elsewhere
in a program. This is also true when studying parameters that a routine uses.
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Searching for keywords and sections of code will also help a maintainer to learn about
the programming techniques that were used by the original programmer.
Programming style is closely associated to the points introduced in the articles on
designing maintainable software [Par82]. When a programmer uses a structured pro-
gramming approach module, names and parameters of modules are important along
with local variables. These parameters may cause hidden effects to a program when
they are changed. Local variables may be aliases for other variables in the program and
also could cause problems if changed. A search for these different items, their purpose,
and date of use and aliases can all provide vital information to a person doing a mainte-
nance task. Having the ability to quickly search for a module name, parameter, or vari-
able can speed the testing as well as the change process. In the testing process, hidden
side effects can be easily determined and compensated for. A search also allows the
program to worry about code location and eliminates one more concern for maintenance
personnel. MAT1 has a search facility built into it that displays information graphi-
cally. This information can be used to obtain other information about the program.
If a programmer did not use a structured programming approach, then one must
have the ability to search for just variables and their aliases. This style of program-
ming has been shown to take much more time to learn than does a structured approach
[Mar83], [Par82].
Maintenance Experts
The fact that maintenance is often performed by novice programmers can cause
many problems. Often novice programmers spend much more time in the learning
phase of maintenance than do experts. One solution to the maintenance problem is to
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have experts doing maintenance tasks.
Maintenance personnel that are able to develop successful techniques for solving
maintenance problems, are very useful to their companies. As maintenance personnel
become experts in the field of maintenance, they will be able to form methodologies for
doing maintenance tasks. These methodologies are often 'rules of thumb' that are
developed over time. As rules of thumb or heuristic knowledge is developed in the
maintenance phase, expert systems can be developed that will help to automate the
tasks dealing with maintenance.
Artificial Intelligence & Expert Systems
The second major area deals with artificial intelligence programming and problem
solving techniques. The use of a knowledge base that will allow the tool to acquire
knowledge about a task is one of the current subjects being studied by artificial intelli-
gence practitioners [Dym84], [Ste84]. Several programming environments suitable for
expert system development are available. I looked at Ops5. Personal Consultant Plus,
and LOOPS.
The use of artificial intelligence ideas and programming practices open many new
possibilities for development of tools to help in programming tasks. With the new
knowledge engineering techniques available, expert systems can be developed that can
help with most any problem.
An expert system, as defined by Clive L. Dym from the Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center [Dym84], "is a computer program that performs a task normally done by an
expert or consultant, and in so doing it uses captured heuristic knowledge". He describes
heuristic knowledge as rules of thumb or techniques that an expert develops over the
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years that are easiest for problem solution. This is the type of program that would cut
time in maintenance of software and would also be usable by both expert and novice
maintenance personnel since many decisions could be made by the expert system based
on heuristic knowledge that it has gathered.
LOOPS
LOOPS was chosen as the programming environment to be used for developing the
expert system. LOOPS incorporates four programming paradigms. These paradigms
include traditional procedural-oriented programming, object-oriented programming,
data-oriented programming, and rule-oriented programming. LOOPS allows a program-
mer to develop software that uses one or all of these paradigms.
To use LOOPS one must first learn Lisp which is used as its procedural-oriented
paradigm. Object-oriented programming is based on the idea of data abstraction.
Objects have aspects of both procedures and of data. Different "procedures" are invoked
by a message passing scheme designed by the programmer. These two paradigms, were
used for the development of MAT1.
The data-oriented approach to programming in LOOPS allows the programmer to
invoke independent processes based on actions on data. This concept allows the reading
or writing of data to invoke processes as well as updating the data value itself. The
last paradigm is rule-oriented programming. In this paradigm cause-effect rules are
developed to control program action.
Several articles by members of the Xerox PARC group explain the uses of object-
oriented programming techniques in the development of expert systems [Ste84]
[Dym84]. These articles show how to use the object-oriented paradigm to pass
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inheritance traits from higher level objects to lower ones. The message passing tech-
niques invoke methods (procedures) when messages are passed.
Object-oriented programming also allows the programmer to work in an environ-
ment in which data structures for holding and processing data do not have to be any
concern of the programmer. This allows programmers to develop programs that are not
dependent upon data structures and so allows a much more flexible approach to pro-
gramming.
Two useful features of LOOPS are the mouse and menus [Ste85]. When develop-
ing objects and relationships between the objects in the class hierarchy, one does not
have to worry about the code that is needed to create a new class or to determine the
links to other objects. The LOOPS environment produces much of its own code in most
circumstances. Only when the user needs to develop a local procedure (method) does
any writing of code take place. This frees the programmer from much of the system
dependent programming and allows new programs to be developed quickly [Bob83].
Other features that were important to the implementation of MAT1 included system
input and output and the use of the Interlisp-D window and menu facilities.
My thesis implementation makes extensive use of the window feature to display
the material that is necessary for completion of a maintenance task. The bit map
feature is also used to aid in making windows easily identifiable to users. The windows
allow menus that are mouse driven to perform the desired tasks.
Conclusions
Software maintenance has been recognized as the most expensive phase of the
software life cycle. Since maintenance has not been studied in depth, it offers an
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interesting area of study. There are many problems that must be solved in order to
reduce the costs and time necessary do to a maintenance task.
Several problems are associated with the maintenance phase. These include: 1)
increasing maintenance costs. 2) assigning novice programmers to maintenance tasks.
and 3) management and maintenance personnel viewing software maintenance from
different perspectives. If the time to do a maintenance task can be reduced, the costs
associated with maintenance can be reduced as well.
Recent study of maintenance has been centered in developing maintainable code,
development of tools to aid in the maintenance phase, and studies of how management
personnel can be helped with maintenance decisions. I feel that a major problem in
maintenance of software is associated with the amount of time necessary to learn about
a program that is to be maintained. In order to solve this problem, the development of
an expert system using the LOOPS programming environment was explored and imple-
mented. The development of a knowledge based tool will help to solve the software
maintenance problems that maintainers are facing.
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Chapter 2
Requirements
INTRODUCTION '
Not all maintenance tasks require the same information to complete them. A tool
that will aid in all maintenance categories will be most useful to maintenance person-
nel. The requirements or features that are general to all types of maintenance are
important. Each different categorization of maintenance has unique requirements or the
need for specific knowledge to solve tasks in that category.
A clarification must be made at this point. The information that MAT1 returns to
a maintainer will be called a fact about a program. Any information returned from
documentation or a history of changes associated with a program will also be con-
sidered a fact about the program. The inferences that a maintainer makes about the
facts that the tool returns to him will be referred to as knowledge learned about the
program.
Knowing what facts are needed to do maintenance of software is important. The
sources of facts about a program become critical to the development of an expert sys-
tem that must draw on a knowledge base to help to solve a problem. By learning what
sources of facts a maintainer uses to complete a maintenance task, these sources can be
incorporated into the expert system that is to aid the maintainer. After having done
maintenance work for a period of time, maintainers will develop a set of rules that
they will follow when solving maintenance problems in the future. This heuristic
knowledge can be programmed into the expert system to allow it to help the maintainer
to make decisions.
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SOURCES OF FACTS
First, it is necessary to determine what facts are needed to do software mainte-
nance. At this point the definition of software maintenance is useful in helping to
determine what facts are needed to do a maintenance task. The definition of mainte-
nance of software, as stated by James Martin and Carma McClure authors of the book
"Software Maintenance, the Problem and its Solutions". [Mar83] is: "maintenance is any
changes that have to be made to software after it has been delivered to a customer or
user". Maintenance can be categorized, according to E. B. Swanson. [Swa76] into correc-
tive maintenance, adaptive maintenance, and perfective maintenance. A person must use
knowledge and facts that are specific to each type of maintenance in order to complete
each unique type of maintenance task.
Corrective Maintenance
In the task of corrective maintenance, failures in a software package must be
corrected so that the program will do what it was designed to do. The facts that are
needed to do corrective maintenance tasks include the failure or error in the program
and also that portion of code that is causing the failure in the system. By having these
facts available, a maintainer can easily find where the error occurred and where to
make the necessary change. To gather the facts necessary to make a correction a tool
must be able to search to for variables, modules, parameters, or sections of code. A tool
that produces facts about the location of a specific item in the program code will aid the
maintainer in acquiring the knowledge needed to find the location of the problem.
The need for corrective maintenance is usually caused by a semantic or logic error
in the program code. Syntactic errors should be flagged by the compiler and so do not
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enter into software maintenance. Semantic errors are not as easily corrected. The main-
tainor must learn what the original programmer was trying to do logically during the
development of the code. Program documentation could be used as a source for obtain-
ing facts about the program that will help the maintainer to make a correction. The
maintenance personnel must use their own knowledge to correct an error in the mean-
ing or logic of the code. After having done many maintenance tasks, maintainers will
develop rules of thumb that they can use to solve a problem A tool to aid in mainte-
nance should be able to gather heuristic knowledge based on the techniques a main-
tainer used to solve the problem. By gathering this knowledge that is learned by the
maintainer, the program will be able to produce more facts about the program on its
own.
The problem of what facts are necessary, is further compounded when one realizes
that each person has their own programming style or technique. Persons doing mainte-
nance tasks must also acquire knowledge about the style or techniques used by the ori-
ginal author of the code in order to complete the job. By having a search feature avail-
able in a tool to aid in maintenance, the problems dealing with program style can also
be addressed. The search feature will help to reduce the time necessary in learning
about program style.
One method of obtaining knowledge of the style or techniques that the original
programmer used is to have available the documentation for the software being main-
tained. Good documentation can provide facts that will help maintenance personnel to
acquire knowledge about the function of a section of program code and also about the
style of programming that the author used. Documentation can therefore be used to
provide vital facts to an expert system being used to aid in the maintenance of
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software. This information could include items such as the purpose of the code, how it
was written, when it was written, internal code documentation and so will be included
in the tool being developed. If a maintainer can display documentation dealing with
specific items such as purpose of code, date written, and notes on how and why the
code was written much time can be saved by looking at facts that deal with the prob-
lem at hand. Extraneous information can be eliminated, and only important facts
displayed. MAT1 has this capability built into it.
Another method of obtaining knowledge of the style or techniques that the origi-
nal programmer used is to be able to trace through the code with the help of the tool.
This trace should be able to find variable, module, and parameter names, and should
display facts about each. The trace facility that MAT1 uses does not do a run-time
search, but only searches for items in the actual code. This type of tracing will aid in
locating variables and determining their use along with being able to identify them as
being global or local variables. Tracing will also aid in developing a knowledge of the
relationships between modules, as well.
Adaptive Maintenance
The second type of maintenance described by Swanson is that of adaptive mainte-
nance. When an environment changes, a package often must be updated in order to
adapt to the new environment. This adaptation can include many diiferent types of
changes to a software package and so many different types of knowledge must be incor-
porated when doing this type of maintenance work.
For example, if a database management system were to be implemented to replace
an existing part of a system, this would require knowledge of not only the database
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management system, but also of the system into which it was being added. Some of the
facts that are needed for this type of maintenance include: 1) a knowledge of the data
structures to be used to store the data. 2) the hardware requirements necessary to
implement the new system. 3) a knowledge of the existing system and many more too
numerous to mention. This provides for a very complex maintenance task. An easier
task from the point of maintenance work would be that of adaptation of a software
package to a new type of hardware. The knowledge that would be required to complete
a task of this type would include how the software interfaced with the hardware. This
interfacing code would be the only portion of the code that would need to be modified
if the code was modular in design. A knowledge of the hardware is therefore necessary
along with how the program accesses it. This knowledge though, is not incorporated
into MAT1. MAT1 is not designed to display facts about hardware. The second exam-
ple is less encompassing than that of adding a database management system to replace a
portion of a software system, but it still requires an extensive knowledge of the
hardware as well as the software of a system.
Most of the knowledge required to do these types of tasks is beyond the scope of
this tool. Facts about the hardware as well as the software of a system would need to
be available for a maintainer to do an adaptive maintenance task. Knowledge necessary
for doing adaptive maintenance tasks varies widely and would incorporate the need for
a very extensive knowledge base to store the facts needed to do this type of mainte-
nance. The incorporation of such a large knowledge base into an expert system could
become very cumbersome and therefore does not lend itself to this project, currently.
This however does not mean that it could not be added in the future.
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Even though the task of adaptive maintenance is very extensive in the amount of
knowledge necessary to complete it satisfactorily, the basic functions of this tool would
be very helpful. The features that this tool has will allow it to be useful when working
on an adaptive maintenance task. Being able to display and search for facts about a
large system would help to reduce the time necessary to complete the learning phase of
an adaptive task.
Perfective Maintenance
The last and most significant type of maintenance task is that of enhancement or
perfective maintenance. This type of maintenance is the most used of any maintenance
activity according to McClure and Martin [Mar83]. Most software is developed under
strict time limitations, so not all software is as efficient as it can be. By efficient I mean
that the program may not process data in the most efficient manner, or the program
may not work in a cost effective manner. In order to compensate for this lack of
efficiency the maintainers at some point must modify the program. The maintainers
must have a working knowledge of what the program does and how it does it.
McClure and Martin show that perfective maintenance can consume up to sixty percent
of all the time spent doing maintenance tasks in many companies [Mar83].
In order to do maintenance of this type, the user must find the bottleneck in pro-
cessing and examine what they feel can be done to improve the efficiency of the current
system. Some facts that could identify bottlenecks could include time to run a module,
or total lines of code. This information is currently not available in MAT1. Given this
information, maintenance personnel must develop new code and incorporate it into the
existing code in the correct position to produce the desired result which would be more
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efficient processing of data. A tool that can identify where different modules, variables,
or pieces of code are located in a program would be very useful in doing this type of
maintenance. Having these facts built into an expert system would greatly cut the time
necessary to find particular section of code that needs to be changed or locations for
insertion of new code, as the maintenance personnel would not have to keep track of
the information on their own.
HISTORY OF CHANGES
Other knowledge that would be useful for an expert system to aid in the task of
software maintenance would be a history of past changes. From the facts produced by a
history feature, maintenance personnel can acquire knowledge on what has been done in
the past to a particular program. This knowledge can be used to speed the change being
made or as heuristic knowledge on how past changes have been made. For example, if a
variable was changed in the past, links dealing with that variable in other parts of the
program could be identified. Testing of the original change should identify problems
and could be entered into a history of changes. This would help to eliminate hidden
side effects when another change was made to the same variable in the future.
A history feature could also be used to identify problems with parameters in
modules. The links between modules could be identified when a change was made.
Having this knowledge available would help a maintainer to avoid future problems
with changing values of parameters. A history of changes could also be used as a meas-
ure for doing rewrites to a section of code. For example, if some code section has been
changed a certain number of times then it could be defined as a module or section of
code that was in need of being rewritten.
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A history feature incorporated into a tool to aid in software maintenance will help
maintainers to acquire knowledge from past changes. This knowledge will help to elim-
inate duplication of methods that have been used to make changes in the past. Elimina-
tion of relearning what has already been done in the past will make it easier to imple-
ment new changes. In turn, this will cut the time necessary to learn about and to com-
plete a maintenance task.
PROGRAMMER'S VIEW OF A PROGRAM
Another important area that must be looked at when one is doing maintenance is
that of what was the original programmer's view of a program. The reason that this is
important is that programming views can aifect the amount of time that is needed to
learn about how the program is performing its functions. Did the programmer view the
program as a series of modules each performing a specific task, or did the programmer
use a 'spaghetti
-
coding technique? This view of a program could also provide facts that
could be used in an expert system being designed to aid in maintenance tasks. Newer
techniques of modular programming verses older 'spaghetti' coding approaches would
provide information on how to use a tool in either situation. If a program was written
using modular coding practices then module names would be important, along with the
parameters or arguments being passed to and from the module. The concept of global
and local variables would also be useful in gaining knowledge to do a maintenance task
when the program was written in a modular form.
On the other hand, if a non-modular programming approach was used to write the
original program, then variables become more important in locating problems in the
code and in making corrections or additions to the program. The data flow of the
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program would also be very important when non-modular programming approaches are
used.
Conclusions
Once the general information about what needs to be fixed, added, or adapted has
been determined for the specific program, the problem of how to best approach the
maintenance task becomes important. Expert systems use heuristic knowledge or rules
of thumb to help the user to complete the task at hand. For example, when a person
does a task many times, they usually find some method that they will use again and
again to produce the correct results in the easiest manner. Once this methodology has
been identified it can be programmed into the expert system so that the system be able
to draw from this information to aid the user. In order to gain heuristic knowledge,
the tool must use some kind of technique that will gather the needed facts. This must
be built in or used in the environment that will be used to develop the expert system.
To be able to assist with maintenance tasks, the tool must be able to be used many
times to maintain the same program. From each of these uses, the tool will acquire
heuristic knowledge on how to best solve each change that it is used for. MAT1 relies
on the maintainer to enter facts about the history of changes and documentation in
order to store the knowledge gained by the maintainer in a knowledge base which is
actually a file storage system. These facts will be valuable when making future
changes. The history function of the tool should be able to display facts necessary to
aid in this function. If no history of changes is available the maintainer must be able to
enter knowledge into the tool that will help to make the decisions necessary for the
specific application in the future.
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Each category of maintenance has information that is specific to that type of
maintenance task. A tool that can be used to aid a maintainer with any type of task
will be most useful to them. The diiferent categories of maintenance have one major
source of facts. This source is the documentation available for the program. Another
source of facts is a past history of the changes that were made to the program. The
programmers view of a program and code writing style are also important sources of
facts to a maintainer. Each of these sources of facts can be used to speed the learning
process that is necessary in maintenance of software. Maintained must learn the func-
tion of a program before they can modify it. MAT1 was developed with this thought
in mind.
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Chapter 3
Necessary Capabilities. Design,
Environment, and Implementation
INTRODUCTION
A tool that will aid in all categories of software maintenance needs to have several
features. Each of these features should present facts about a program to the maintainer
in a form that will be easy to understand and learn from. The goal of developing
MAT1 is to cut the time needed to learn about a programs functions. The features that
need to be incorporated into it include: 1) a documentation update and display. 2) a
history of changes update and display. 3) an edit feature, and 4) a search feature that
can be used to find specific items in the program code, documentation, and history of
changes.
CAPABILITIES
Documentation Update and Display
One of the needs of maintenance personnel that is general to all types of mainte-
nance work is that of having an on-line documentation display and update feature.
Documentation helps maintenance personnel to learn and understand how a program
was written. This will also help maintainers to see why the program was written. A
tool that is to aid in maintenance must have a documentation feature that can easily be
viewed by maintenance personnel.
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The documentation should be easily updated to accommodate changes that are
being made to the program code currently. Even if no documentation is available upon
the start of a maintenance task, the person doing the maintenance must be provided
with the opportunity to document what they have learned about the program. This is
necessary since the program may have to undergo changes in the future and the person
who did the first update may not be available for consultation. If this is the case, new
maintenance personnel must learn about the program for themselves. Documentation is
one of the best sources of knowledge about a program when the original author is not
available [Gi82]. This feature will reduce the time that is needed to learn about the
functions and execution of a program by new maintenance personnel.
The Maintenance Assistance Tool (MAT1). will have access to on-line documenta-
tion for the program that is being maintained. The documentation is broken into several
distinct parts. The first of these is notes on updates. MAT1 will be able to access
different notes found throughout the program code or in a separate note file. This will
help to eliminate searching through manuals to find what a section of program code is
doing. By keeping the documentation in small pieces, only information that is specific to
the portion of code being changed will be displayed, eliminating the need for reading
the whole manual or searching for a piece of documentation in an index.
MAT1 will also have the capabilities needed to access all on-line manuals for the
program being maintained. This means that the maintainer can read manuals if neces-
sary, although the option of only reading relevant information is available. Internal
documentation other than notes is also available for display. A MAT1 example docu-
mentation display is shown in figure 1.
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If no documentation for a program is available. MAT1 will be useful in at least
documenting the changes that are made. The tool will allow users to enter notes that
will be incorporated with the programming code and also saved in a note file. This will
provide information on what the maintainer learned and did when they worked with
the specific program.
History of Changes Update and Display
A feature that this tool has incorporated into it that is closely related to the docu-
mentation feature is that of a history of changes. By including a history feature in a
tool to aid in software maintenance, persons maintaining the program can see what
changes have been made in the past. From this, the location of changes can be learned.
so that if someone is changing the same piece of code they can learn from past mainte-
nance activities. The history feature can keep track of what effects resulted in the
change being made. This will be invaluable for doing current changes as knowledge
learned from making past changes will provide a basis for doing the current mainte-
nance work. A history feature can help persons to make changes to the code faster, and
with less unwanted side effects. By studying successful and unsuccessful changes that
were made to a program, past mistakes in maintaining software can be avoided and
correct decisions can hopefully be made more easily.
MAT1 is able to display a history based on the purpose of the change, the date of
the change, or the type of change that was made. The purpose of a change can be used
to learn more about what each module or variable is used for and what happened when
they were changed. The date of change can help to show the order in which changes
were made. From this maintainers can see the effects that changes in the past have
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made. This will aid them in learning the methods used to make the changes. By look-
ing at the type of change, maintainers can gain a knowledge of what needs had to be
met in the past, and from them they can determine if the changes they are making
currently are relevant or will likely be successful. The history information will display
facts on what happened when a change was made. If the change was successful and no
side effects were recorded the maintainer can assume that his change to the same vari-
able or module will also be successful and will produce no hidden side effects. Testing
though, will be the only proof in this matter. A MAT1 example history display is
shown in figure 2.
Search Feature
Another feature that is necessary is a search based on the programming approach
that was used by the original author. When a modular approach to programming is
used, a search for module names i.e. subroutine or function names, will be useful.
Along with this, parameters the module uses should be identified to determine what
changes to a particular module might affect other modules based on the fact that
values in parameters are pass by reference. In other words the side effects that could be
caused by changing a value in a module must be flagged and in some manner displayed
as well. The hierarchy of the program can be learned by having a search and display
feature as well. Closely related to the program hierarchy is that of data flow.
Although MAT1 does not have a display for the data flow, a search and display feature
to perform this function could be incorporated into the tool.
If the original programmer used a non-modular approach to programming the ori-
ginal code then some method of searching for variable names must be used. The user
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will be able to query the tool as to the location of a variable or module name. If a pro-
gram used line numbers, this could be easily displayed, as well. The search could then
be used to aid in keeping track of where changes need to be made. This will free the
user from having to remember all locations that must be changed. By incorporating this
feature into the tool much time in paging through a program source file will be elim-
inated.
MAT1 is able to display modules when a modular programming approach was
used to write the original program. In this display the purpose of the module, its
parameters (input and output variables), and date last changed are shown. This will
allow the maintainer to search for all modules using a specific variable or a specific pur-
pose. The MAT1 module search display is shown in figure 3.
When a non-modular programming approach was used to design the original pro-
gram. MAT1 is able to search for specific variable names, or code purpose (if docu-
mented). For variables MAT1 displays purpose, aliases, range of values, semantics, and
the date they were last changed. By displaying this information the maintainer can
learn what the tool knows about each item. This will help the maintainer to cut the
time necessary to learn about a program. The MAT1 variable search display is shown in
figure 4.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN
The LOOPS programming environment is uniquely suited to this type of tool
because it allows gathering of hueristic knowledge from the different instances of the
classes. When an instance is created it can be stored into a knowledge base for use at a
later time. The program itself actually stores the information that the maintainer
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Figure 4: Variable Name Search Graph
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enters in a file and then accesses that file to display facts about the program.
When using the object-oriented programming approach each instance of a class
that is used in the program will inherit methods (procedures) from its supers or
parents in the inheritance lattice for the program. Each of these methods can be invoked
by using the "send super" message to a super of the current instance [Bob83]. By using
this programming approach, the messages passed to a class instance can invoke new
features without affecting the current code for the rest of the program.
Along with this approach to programming, the procedural approach is added to
complete the necessary processing. Figure 5 shows the class inheritance lattice for the
tool. This inheritance lattice shows the inheritance patterns for methods that are avail-
able in MAT1. The tool incorporates a documentation display and update feature, a
history of change feature and a search based on whether a program was written in
modular or non-modular form.
The maintenance object has a method that creates an instance of the documenta-
tion, history, or program objects based on what the maintainer wants to do currently.
This method will be the main control for the creation of instances of the different
classes that need to be used for the maintenance task. Once a selection is made, the user
will be placed into a new window to do that portion of the maintenance work. A por-
tion of the tool that is hidden from the user is the use of a knowledge base to store the
information gathered by an instance creation. This will help to gain the heuristic
knowledge that is necessary for the expert system to be able to aid in the decision mak-
ing process.
Environment
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Once the knowledge that is needed for incorporation into the system has been
defined, and the program structure has been designed, the question of what program-
ming environment best suits this type of tool development comes into play. The
artificial intelligence programming environment used for this application is the LOOPS
environment, developed by researchers at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. LOOPS
is designed for the development of expert systems [Bob83].
IMPLEMENTATION
MAT1 is implemented on the Xerox 1186 workstation. The program is written
using LOOPS' object-oriented programming and procedural-oriented programming tech-
niques. MAT1 requires that the program to be maintained be loaded and executed so
that all the different parts of the program can be searched and information about that
part displayed.
MAT1 has nine different classes (Figure 5). The history of changes, and documen-
tation classes each have three methods. One method is used to display the history or
documentation window. The second method is used to search for and display the docu-
mentation or history of changes, and the third method is used to enter new information
about history or documentation. The maintenance class has one method that display
the initial user prompt window and calls invokes all subclasses as necessary. The edit
class has one method that calls the changes made class which has one method. The
changes made method allows the editing of the program. The program view class has
one method which invokes the nonmodular or modular search methods in the classes of
the same name. The modular search method invokes the variable search or modular
search methods. The nonmodular search method invokes the variable search method.
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The variable search method is found in the variable names class, and the module search
method in a class called module names.
The different methods range in size from two to five pages. There are about fifty-
five lines of code per page. LOOPS itself generates approximately ten pages of code in
the program. The total number of program pages is about sixty-five. As I learned more
about loops the size of the program decreased as my programming became more concise.
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Chapter 4
MATl's Capabilities and How MAT1 Answers the Hypothesis
INTRODUCTION
The development of MAT1 evolved as I learned more about the LOOPS program-
ming environment. When the original foundation for the implementation of a tool to
aid in software maintenance was conceived and put into a planning stage, the use of
LOOPS as the environment in which it would be written was not discussed. The first
environment that was looked at was Texas Instruments Personal Consultant Plus. The
software from Texas Instruments was never obtained, so when the department
obtained the Xerox 1186 workstations, the use of LOOPS for writing the tool became
possible.
Learning the LOOPS programming environment is very time consuming. As I
spent more time working in the LOOPS environment, it became evident that it is ideal
for developing expert systems for solving problems.
As my knowledge of LOOPS expanded so did the capabilities of MAT1. The origi-
nal inheritance lattice was not like the current one. In LOOPS the inheritance lattice
can be easily changed in order to accommodate changes in design. LOOPS does much of
the code necessary for keeping the inheritance lattice in order and so a programmer does
not have to worry about changing code when a change is made to the lattice. This fact
allows easy prototyping of programs which can be modified at a later date.
CAPABILrnES OF MAT1
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The original design of MAT1 called for a documentation display and update
feature. A history update feature and display was also needed. A search feature was
needed to provide information about a program that is to be maintained using MAT1.
Finally, some method of editing the program that was to be maintained was needed,
too. Each of these capabilities was included in the final implementation of MAT1.
In addition to the documentation and history display features a search for specific
information about each was added. In order to add this feature to the tool, it was
necessary to store documentation and history text as a list in a file. This list can be
searched for only specific parts (sublists). These sublists are then displayed showing
only information about material that was requested.
All features of MAT1 are mouse driven. LOOPS and Interlisp-D provide for easy
use of the mouse in selecting items from menus. The mouse can also be used to select
nodes from graphs to obtain more information from a graph. The windows can be
easily controlled using the mouse. These capabilities include moving a window, closing
it. shrinking it into an icon, taking a picture of it and printing the window image. All
of these features are controlled by the right mouse button. The middle mouse button is
used to display all menus while using MAT1. The middle and left mouse buttons can
be used to select items from menus or from graphs displayed by MAT1.
Information displayed in graphic form seemed to be the most direct method for
displaying information about module and variable names for a program being main-
tained using MAT1. The use of graphs also allows use of the mouse to select nodes in
the graph to obtain more information about the words or figures in the nodes. The
search feature of MAT1 uses the Masterscope facility of Interlisp-D to determine which
items will be displayed in the graph.
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The Masterscope facility of Interlisp-D is very useful in determining the functions
that a program calls. Masterscope can also find all variables used by a specific function
or by a program. When Masterscope is combined with the grapher facility, the infor-
mation returned by Masterscope can be displayed in a tree or lattice form. The idea of
displaying information was originally taken from this fact.
Interlisp-D provides for easy displaying of graphs using the layoutsexpr com-
mand. This command will take a list as its input and display the contents of a list as a
graph. By using the program name as the root node and the answer from the Master-
scope questions "who does XXX call" and "who does XXX use", where XXX is the pro-
gram, name information about what functions a program calls or what variables are
used can be easily displayed.
Once the display feature had been completed, attention was focused on the docu-
mentation and history searches. As was stated previously, this information is stored in
files as a list containing other lists (sentences). The first thing that had to be accom-
plished was to store the information in the correct form. The CONS operation will
attach new information to a list but it attaches it at the beginning. This meant that the
information had to be reversed before new addition could be added to the documenta-
tion and history lists. A recursive function had to be written in order to perform the
addition of new information to the documentation and history lists.
Once the history and documentation storing conventions had been developed, it
was necessary to create a search routine that would search the information in the lists
and display only the information requested. Again a recursive function was developed
in order to accomplish this task. The function takes the CAR of the list passed to it
and searches for the item in the list. If the item to be found is a member of the list the
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whole list is displayed in the proper display window.
Because the search looked for only specific items in the list, it was also necessary
to develop a display that would print out all documentation and history information.
The most direct method of displaying files is to use a Tedit window to display the file
information. By using Tedit to display the file contents, the user can correct or add
new information to the file using this window rather than the regular input routine.
Tedit commands must first be learned by reading the manuals accompanying the 1186
workstation.
The editing feature was the next task that was addressed. The Tedit feature is
ideal for editing text, but it does not work for program editing. It was therefore neces-
sary to use the Dedit Interlisp-D editor to solve this problem. When Dedit is used on a
program a pop up menu appears asking what definition of the file name that was passed
to it should be edited. The test program that is used for demonstration purposes has
two types of definitions, a file definition and function definitions. A user of MAT1
should select the FNS (functions) option of the pop up menu to Dedit the program
code.
MAT1 also has the capability of storing its information on hard or floppy disk.
This convention allows the user to save disk space when using MAT1. The program is
also available on floppy or hard disk. Again this is for the reduction of use of disk
space.
Thirty-seven files are associated with the MAT1 program. Some of these are the
demonstration program, but most are program files. All of these files must be loaded
into the system so that the program will work correctly. To ease the task of loading
these files a tool initialization and initial startup routine was written. This information
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is contained in a file called Toolinit. This file must be loaded and then executed to load
all MAT1 files and to start the execution of MAT1. A more detailed description of how
to use MAT1 and its specific features is described in the use™ and technical manuals
found in the appendices.
MAT! AND THE HYPOTHESIS
The fact that MAT1 uses a 'knowledge base' to store pieces of information about a
program that is to be maintained helps to show that expert systems can be developed to
aid with maintenance. These facts can then be displayed when requested by a main-
tainer in order to help them to make decisions that will solve the maintenance task.
MAT1 provides the user with an environment that can be used and learned very
quickly so as not to distract from the maintenance task at hand. Because MAT1 is
mouse driven, it is very easy to use. It allows the user to search for specific informa-
tion about a program based on whether the program was written using modular or
non-modular programming styles. Documentation and history information display and
update features provide vital information to the maintainer about what the program
being maintained does and how the program performs its functions. The history
feature allows a user to determine what past changes have been made and whether they
were successful or not. By having this information available about the program being
maintained, the maintainer can learn about a program very quickly and can perform
the maintenance task easily and efficiently with less change of making errors. Thus.
MAT1 implements the idea expressed in the hypothesis. MAT1 is an example of the
kind of tools that will aid maintained in learning about the program they are to main-
tain.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Research
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, maintenance of software has long been overlooked. To avoid costly
maintenance bottlenecks, new tools have to be developed to help with the maintenance
phase. Tools that can access distributed documentation and notes about programs will
help to cut down the time that is necessary to learn the functions of programs that
maintainers are to change. MAT1 is a tool that can be used to help to speed the learn-
ing process that is necessary for maintenance by providing easy access to documenta-
tion, history, and searching for specific program information. Documentation and his-
tory are two major sources of knowledge available to maintainers. This tool helps
maintainers to use this knowledge to aid in the decision making process that is neces-
sary for completing maintenance work.
The LOOPS programming environment provides an excellent facility for develop-
ing tools like MAT1. The LOOPS environment allows for easy change of program
design. This fact allows programmers to easily develop prototype programs and to
expand them into working systems. The use of the different programming paradigms
allows for very flexible approaches to programming and for designing programs. The
fact that LOOPS is not well documented though, slows the learning necessary to use
the environment.
The Interlisp-D programming language also allows for many powerful features
which can easily be added to an expert system. The use of windows, menus, graphs,
and the 1186 mouse help to simplify the use of the programs that are written. The
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windows and graphs allow for easy display of information on the screen. The list pro-
cessing and file handling capabilities of Interlisp-D are critical to the use and develop-
ment of MAT1.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Features that are not general to all maintenance tasks can easily be added to this
tool when using the LOOPS programming environment. By using either the object-
oriented or data-oriented programming approaches, independent processes can easily be
added to the system without affecting the other parts of the tool that are already run-
ning. This means that new features can be added without affecting the operation of the
current version of MAT1.
Currently. MAT1 is limited to being able to work with Lisp programs. In order to
expand the use of MAT1 to other programming languages, an editor for that language
would have to be incorporated into the tool along with new search facilities (a scanner)
so that the information about the program could be displayed graphically.
The program portion of MAT1 could be developed using more LOOPS conventions.
As the program is currently written, most of the code is written using Interlisp-D. The
code could easily be changed to incorporate more of LOOPS's conventions and features.
The windows and menus could be defined as classes as could the different searches.
Also, message passing between methods could be modified. The introduction of class
and more instance variables into the system would make the code more efficient.
MAT1 has the capability of working on itself. This could provide an interesting
area of future study as well. Other features that could be added to MAT1 include a
variable alias search, module parameter identification, program listing display, and a
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language specific key word search.
I think that the area of software maintenance needs to be explored in more detail.
As costs and problems associated with maintenance continue to increase, the need for
study and expertise in this area becomes ever more evident.
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Appendix A
USERS MANUAL
In order to be able to use the Maintenance Assistance Tool (MAT1), the user must
be familiar with: the operation of the Xerox 1186 workstation, the use of the 1186
mouse, the editors Tedit and Dedit which are used in the Interlisp-D environment, and
the hard and floppy disk drives of the 1186 workstation. All of this information can
be found in the manuals provided with the 1186 workstation as well as in the
Interlisp-D primer. If the user is not familiar with the items mentioned, one should
first read the manuals provided, for an explanation of their use.
MAT1 is designed to aid maintenance personnel in obtaining the knowledge needed
to perform a maintenance task. It provides an environment in which a maintainer can
learn about the program that is to be maintained, from either documentation or history
of changes for the program. The tool provides editing features that allow a maintainer
to update a program as needed. When a change is made, new history and documenta-
tion can be entered to note the maintenance task that was performed. A search facility
will find information about the different parts of a program and will display this infor-
mation in graph form. Further use of the graph will display information about docu-
mentation and history for a selected item in the graph.
INITILIZATION
In order to start the Maintenance Assistance Tool, one must first boot the 1186.
To do this, simply turn on the power and when the boot icons appear on the screen,
press the Fl key to load the Interlisp-D environment. The loading of the Interlisp-D
environment takes about two minutes, so be patient. While loading, the screen on the
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1186 will be black. When loading is complete a new screen will appear with a prompt
window, a tty window, a history icon, the LOOPS icon, and a logo window. The mouse
cursor will appear as an arrow located in the upper left hand corner of the screen.
When a blinking caret appears in the tty window, this shows that loading is complete
and that the user can now use the Interlisp-D environment. The first thing that must
be done is to set the time. LOOPS and Interlisp-D must have the time set before any
file operations can occur. Since MAT1 uses LOOPS and many file operations, the time
must be set for the tool to work properly. The command that is used to set the time is
(SETTIME "MM-DD-YY HH:MM:SS"). Several different formats of the date and time
can be entered, but the example will always work.
Once the time has been set it is necessary to determine of the file called
GRAPHER.DCOM is available in the library of files on the system. The command that
is used to check to see that the file is available on hard disk is (DIR
•{DSK}<LISPFILES>LIBRARY>GRAPHER.DCOM). If the name of the file is returned
the file is available on hard disk, but if the message File Not Found is returned, the file
is not available in which case it is necessary to load this file from the floppy utility
disks provided by KATO. MAT1 uses the grapher facility and so this file must be
resident on hard disk in the directory mentioned above for the tool to operate correctly.
The user should now load the program that is to be maintained into the system.
The program should then be executed so that all functions used by the program will be
available in the environment. This is critical to the use of MAT1 as it relys on the fact
that all functions of the program to be maintained are known in the tool environment.
At present, only Interlisp-D programs can be maintained by the use of MAT1.
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The next consideration that must be addressed is the one of whether MAT1 is
resident on the hard disk drive of the 1186 or if it is on a floppy disk. If the tool is
available on the hard disk drive the command (CNDIR '{DSK}<LISPFILES>AL>)
must be entered. This command connects the user to the directory called
<LISPFILES>AL> where the tool is resident. If the tool is not resident on hard disk
the command (CNDIR '(FLOPPY)) must be used. This command will connect the user
to the floppy disk drive directory and the tool can then be loaded from floppy disk.
The next step that needs to be taken is to load (MAT1) into the Interlisp-D
environment. To do this a file called Toolinit must be loaded from the hard or floppy
disk. The command (LOAD TOOLINIT) can be entered in either case as the system
will know what file to load from the CNDIR command. Once the loading of TOOLINIT
is complete, the user must enter the command (TOOLINIT). This command executes
the commands necessary to load all the files that must be available for the use of
MAT1. The TOOLINIT command will also start the execution of MAT1. The loading
of the MAT1 files will take some time and it also requires the user to press the enter
key when prompted in the tty window.
USING MAT1
When the MAT1 tool is started a logo window displaying Maintenance Assistance
Tool will appear near the bottom of the screen. Another window will also appear in
which the user is prompted to enter their first name and then the name of the file that
holds the program that is to be maintained. This file should already be loaded and
should have been executed, but if this is not the case, the user can load the program file
and execute it when the blinking caret appears again in the tty window. The user is
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prompted to move the mouse cursor tothe window in which their name and the pro-
gram to be maintained was entered. Next, the user should click the middle mouse but-
ton in order to display the menu of selections available with this window. The win-
dow is the User Prompt window. See figure Al.
Note:
When the program is first loaded it is necessary for the user to click the middle
mouse button twice in each window in order to display the menus. This is necessary
because all functions must be loaded into the system and then executed.
The maintainer can now move the mouse cursor to the menu that appears at the
top of the user prompt window. In order to determine what each of the diiferent items
in the menu will do. press and hold either the left or the middle mouse button while
the mouse cursor is pointing to one of the menu items. When the mouse button has
been held for about three seconds a message will appear in the black Prompt Window
explaining the function of each available menu item. See figure A2. If a maintainer
does not want to perform a particular item, move the cursor to the next item but do
not let up on the pressed mouse button. When the desired item that is to be executed is
found, simply let up on the pressed mouse button. This action will select that item
and will execute the selected function. As a user becomes familiar with the functions
of MAT1. simply move the mouse cursor to the desired menu item and click wither the
middle or left mouse button to select the desired function. When the user does not
want to perform any item in the menu, move the mouse cursor out of the menu and
then release the mouse button that was pressed. This explanation of the use of the
mouse in the menu pertains to all menus that are displayed by MAT1.
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QUIT
SEE-DOCUMENTATION
SEE-HISTORY
EDIT-PROGRAM
SFARCH-PRQiSRAM
USER PROMPT WINDOW
PLEASE TURN THE CAPS LOCK ON
ENTER YOUR FIRST NANEI AL
HELLO AL GLAD TO HAVE YOU ABOARD
WHICH PROGRAM WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK ON TODAY? TEST1
WE ARE WORKING ON PROGRAM TEST1
MOVE THE CURSOR TO THIS WINDOW
PRESS THE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON TO DISPLAY MENU WITH SELECTIONS
Figure Al : User Prompt Window
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Figure A2: System Prompt Window
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The menu items available in the user prompt or opening window include: Quit
which is used to exit from MAT1 to the Interlisp-D environment. See-Documentation
which opens the documentation window. See-History which opens the history of
changes window. Edit-Program which opens the edit window, and Search-Program
which opens the program view window. Each item that opens a new window will
display a window that has another menu attached to it. The new menus can then be
selected from to perform the desired function.
Documentation Search, Entry, and Display Feature
The See-Documentation selection opens the documentation display window. A
user can then move the mouse cursor to this window and click the middle mouse but-
ton to display the documentation menu. See figure A3. The documentation display
menu has the following items: Quit which closes the documentation window and
redisplays the user prompt window. Documentation by Date which searches the docu-
mentation files for a specified date. The date must be entered in the form MM-YY-
19YY. When this search is invoked a new documentation display window is created
and the information about the current date is displayed.
The documentation menu also has a Documentation by Purpose item. When a
user selects this item they can search the documentation files for a specific word that
they are prompted to enter. Just as with the date search a new window is opened and
all information about the word is displayed in the new window. A Documentation
Note item works in the same manner as the purpose item except that the note is entered
in the form NOTE*?, where ? specifies a number corresponding to the desired note to be
displayed.
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DOCUMENTATION-BY-DATE
DOCUMENTATION-BY-PURPOSE
DOCUMENTATION.NOTES
DOCUMENTATION-MANUAL
""
'MENTATION
DOCUMtNTATION DISPLAY WINDOW
l
ENTER AN F
'f™^REU3ING™EFL0PPY^Sffi^E
ENTER A D IF YOU ARE USING THE HARD DISK DRIVE
ENTER DISK DRIVE SELECTION D
MOVE THE CURSOR TO THIS WINDOW
PRESS THE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON TO DISPLAY MENU WITH SELECTIONS
Figure A3: Documentation Window S Menu
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A Documentation Manuals item is used to display all documentation available for
the program that is being maintained. The documentation is displayed in a Tedit win-
dow in which the user can either just read the documentation or can edit the documen-
tation if desired. See figure A4.
Finally, an Enter Documentation item is available in the documentation menu.
This item allows the user to enter documentation for a program or for a change that
was made to a program. The documentation is entered in the tty window. In order to
stop the entry of a block of documentation or to stop a sentence, the user must press
the space bar and then enter a period, question mark, or an exclamation point. When
this is done the user is prompted if they want to enter more documentation or not. If
N is entered the documentation is stored in a file that has the name of the program
which was entered in the user prompt window with an extension of .DOC. If Y is
entered the user can continue to enter documentation blocks or sentences as desired.
When Enter Documentation is first selected the user is prompted to enter a Y if docu-
mentation files exist for the program being maintained for an N if no documentation
files exist. The tool then takes appropriate action. If files exist the old documentation
is displayed and new documentation can then be added to the existing file. If no docu-
mentation files exist, documentation is stored in a new file.
History of Changes Search, Entry, and Display Feature
The See-History item of the user prompt window opens a history of changes win-
dow. The user can then move the mouse cursor to the history window and can click
the middle mouse button for the history menu. See figure A5. The items in the history
menu work on the same principle as do the items found in the documentation display
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EST1 IS AN EXAMPLE PROGRAM USED TO SHOW THE USEFULNESS
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Figure A4
: Document Manuals Tedit Window
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QUIT
HISTORY-BY-DATE
HISTORY-BY-PURPOSE
_
HISTORY-ALL
R-HISTORY
HISTORY OF CHANGES WINDOW
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Figure A5
: History Window & Menu
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window mentioned above. The items in the history menu include: Quit which closes
the history display window and redisplays the user prompt window. History by Date
which works like the Documentation by Date function. History by Purpose which
works like Documentation by Purpose, History All which works like Documentation
Manuals, and Enter History which works like Enter Documentation except that history
files have the extension of .HST. See figure A6.
When a search for documentation or for a history of changes is requested by
selecting the proper menu item, the user is prompted to enter a D or an F. The entry of
this letter determines which disk drive is searched for the documentation of history
files. When a D is entered the hard disk is searched for the correct files, and when an F
is entered the floppy disk is searched. This allows flexibility in the storage of history or
documentation files.
Editing Feature
The next item available in the user prompt window menu is Edit Program. When
a user selects this item the edit program window is displayed. The user must then
move the mouse cursor to the window and click the middle mouse button to display
the edit menu. See figure A7. The edit menu has only two items available. These are:
Quit which closes the edit window and redisplays the user prompt window, and Edit
Program which allows the user to Dedit the program named in the user prompt win-
dow. A pop up menu will appear when the edit program item is selected. The user
should then select FNS from the items available. This will cause a Dedit of the pro-
gram functions in a Dedit window.
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Figure A6: History Manuals Tedit Window
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Figure A7: Edit Window & Menu
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Variable and Module Name Search Feature
The final menu item available in the user prompt menu is Search Program. See
figure Al. This item allows the user to search the program for module or variable
names and other information based on if the program is modular in construct or if the
program is nonmodular in construct. If the program is modular then both module and
variable names can be searched for, and if the program is not modular in construct only
variable names can be searched for.
When a user selects the Search Program item of the user prompt menu a new pro-
gram view window is displayed. The user must move the mouse cursor to the window
and click the middle mouse button to display the program view menu. See figure A8.
The program view menu has the following items: Quit which closes the program view
window and redisplays the user prompt window. Modular program which allows the
user to search for both module and variable names, and finally the Nonmodular Pro-
gram which allows the user to search for variables in the program being maintained.
When the Modular Program item is selected from the program view menu a search
window is displayed and the user can move the mouse cursor to the new window and
can click the middle mouse button to display the search menu. See figure A9. The
search menu has the following items: Quit which closes the search window and
redisplays the program view window. Search for Modules which will search for
modules called by the program being maintained, and finally Search for Variables
which determines what variable names are used by the program being maintained.
When the search for modules item is selected MAT1 will display a graph contain-
ing all modules or subroutines that the program calls as leaf nodes and the program
name as the root node in the graph. See figure A10. The user will need to select a
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Figure A8: Program View Window & Menu
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FUNCTIONS CALLED BY TEST1
Figure A10: Functions Called Graph
Figure All: Variables Used Graph
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position on the screen for the graph. This is done by moving the graph shadow to the
desired screen location and pressing the middle mouse button to display the graph.
This graph can now be used to obtain more information about the program. By
moving the mouse cursor to a desired node in the graph and pressing the left mouse
button a new graph will be displayed showing all subroutines or modules called by the
selected module. See figure A10. This new graph has the selected node as the root node
and all subroutines or submodules as leaf nodes in the graph tree. If no subroutines or
modules are called by a module then an appropriate message is displayed in the search
window.
The use of the middle mouse button to select a node from the original graph will
display all variables used by a particular node in the graph in a new variables used
graph. See figure All. If the module uses no variables an appropriate message is
displayed in the search window.
The variables used graph can now be used to obtain further information about the
program being maintained. By selecting a leaf node in the variables used graph with the
left mouse button, all history of changes pertaining to that variable is displayed in a
window that is created by this action. See figure A12. The use of the middle mouse
button in the variables used graph will display all the documentation that is available
for the variable in a documentation display window. See figure A13.
The selection of Search for Variables from the search menu will produce the vari-
ables used graph with the same options that are discussed above. See figure All. Selec-
tions of incorrect nodes in all graphs will display error messages in the correct display
windows.
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HISTORY OF CHANGES FOR TEST1
LOOKING FOR READ IT
(THE ROUTINE READIT WAS CREATED ON 04-21-1987)
(THE ROUTINE READIT HAS NOT BEEN CHANGED)
DOME WITH HISTORY OF CHANGES SEARCH
Figure A12: History of Changes Display
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LOOKING FOR TEST!
(TEST1 IS AN EXAMPLE PROGRAM USED TO SHOW THE
USEFULNESS OF MAT1)
(TEST1 HAS TWO SUBROUTINES READIT AND PRINTIT)
(TEST1 USES THE VARIABLES X AND Y)
(TEST1 SETS X AND Y TO THE VALUE 0)
(TEST1 PRINTS THE VALUES OF X AND Y AND THEN ENDS)
(TEST1 WAS CREATED ON 04-21-1987)
DONE WITH DOCUMENT SEARCH
Figure A13: Documentation Display
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The selection of the Nonmodular Program item from the program view menu will
open a nonmodular search window. The nonmodular search window has a menu associ-
ated with it that has two items to select from. These are: Quit which closes the non-
modular search window and redisplays the program view window, and Search for Vari-
ables which produces the same results as does the search for variables item in the
modular search menu. See figure All.
In all cases with any window or graph that is displayed the use of the right mouse
button will allow the maintainer the standard Interlisp-D right mouse button functions
that deal with windows. These options are discussed in the manuals for the 1186 and
in the Interlisp-D primer. MAT1 does not close all windows so the use of the right
mouse button becomes important in avoiding the clutter caused by having too many
windows being displayed on the screen at one time. Do not close the user prompt win-
dow or any window created by the user prompt menu with the right mouse button. A
user can close graph windows and documentation and history display windows with
the right mouse button, but do so only if all information in the window has been read
and understood.
INTERLISP-D CAUTIONS
Some cautions must be noted. When a user changes a floppy disk it is necessary to
enter the command (FLOPPY.WAIT.FOR.FLOPPY) in the tty window when the caret is
blinking. This command informs the Interlisp-D environment that a new disk is being
used. If this command is not entered the contents of the new (second) floppy disk may
be destroyed. At times, when you exit from MAT1 the caret may not be blinking in
the tty window. When this occurs, it is necessary to do a Control-D and then enter the
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command (TTYDISPLAYSTREAM TTY). This command will redirect the display to
the tty window. The Control-D will cause a break window to appear in Interlisp-D.
The control key is marked EDIT and is on the lower left hand portion of the 1186.
When a user needs to restart the Maintenance Assistance Tool, two commands need to
be entered to do this. The first command creates an instance of the maintenance object
and the second sends the name of the method that is to be started to the instance that
was created. These two commands are: (<- SMaintenance New 'Ml) and (<- $M1
StartUpX The case of the letters is critical in the issuance of the send commands in
LOOPS so these commands must be entered in the form that the example shows. For a
further explanation of MAT1 see the Technical manual.
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Appendix B
TECHNICAL MANUAL
The LOOPS programming environment provides an ideal working set of functions
for developing knowledge based tools that use object oriented programming techniques.
Since LOOPS is based on the Interlisp-D programming language, all of the special
features of Interlisp-D can be incorporated into the Maintenance Assistance Tool
(MAT1). Some of the features that Interlisp-D supports include: windows and menus,
graphs, and the use of the Masterscope facility. Interlisp-D also provides logo win-
dows, easy entry of information from the keyboard, record constructs, and many built
in list handling and file handling functions that are necessary for the actions that
MAT1 performs.
INTERLISP-D FEATURES
MAT1 relies on the use of the 1186 mouse. By incorporating windows, menus,
and the mouse, the use of MAT1 is simplified almost to the point of move and click to
perform the functions provided by the tool. The Maintenance Assistance Tool uses
windows to prompt the user for information and to display messages and text. Menus
are used to display functions available while using the tool. Some information about
the program being maintained is displayed graphically. These graphs can then be used
to display more information about a program that is being maintained.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The Maintenance Assistance Tool uses the LOOPS class inheritance lattice shown
in figure Bl. The root object or class is called Maintenance. This class has a method
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Figure Bl: LOOPS Class Inheritance Lattice
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called StartUp which is used to display the opening or user prompt window. This win-
dow is denned by setting the variable Uwindow to the correct createw parameters. A
menu is attached to the top of the user prompt window when a user moves the mouse
cursor to the user prompt window and then clicks the middle mouse button. The pro-
gramming technique that is used to attach a menu to a window is performed by
defining a window property called button event function (buttoneventfn) using the
window property command. Normally, the button event function is Totop which
brings a window to the uppermost display level of the screen (in other words no other
windows cover it). By defining a function called Menuup to be the button event func-
tion and limiting the button on the mouse to be Only Middle, when a user clicks the
middle mouse button while the cursor is inside the correct window, the menu will be
displayed attached to the top of the correct window. This same method of attaching
windows and menus is used in each method that displays a menu on top of a window
in MAT1.
In order to define a menu in Interlisp-D, a variable is set to the correct create
menu parameters. The title of the menu determines what text is displayed in the title
block of the menu window. The items portion of the menu record determine which
items will be displayed in the menu so that the user can select them. The centerflg field
centers all menu items in the window created for the menu. The whenheld field deter-
mines what function is called when a user moves the mouse cursor to a menu item and
then presses and holds the left or middle mouse buttons.
The whenheld function that is invoked will then display information about the
item that was selected by holding the mouse button down. This information is
displayed in the prompt window. The prompt window is the black window at the top
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of the screen in the left hand corner. The command Promptprint is used to print a
message about the use of each menu item in the prompt window.
The whenselected field of a menu is used to determine which functions will be
invoked when a user clicks the middle or left mouse button while pointing to a menu
item with the mouse cursor. In this case, when a user does not want to select an item
or to display information about the menu items, move the mouse cursor out of the
menu window and release the pressed mouse button. This action will invoke the Progn
function of the whenheld or whenselected functions. The Progn functions are defined
as nil so that nothing will be done when no menu item is selected. The Progn function
is critical to the correct use of menus, because if it is omitted the last function in the
whenheld or whenselected functions are always invoked even when the mouse button
is moved out of the menu window before a mouse button is released. The menu
definition described above is used throughout MAT1 for displaying menus, their titles.
and for determining what action is taken when a user uses the left or middle mouse
buttons in the menu window.
Classes and Methods
The method StartUp not only displays an opening or user prompt window with a
menu, it also displays a logo window that is used to show the name of the tool and the
author. The logo window is a special form of the window record in Interlisp-D. The
logo window displays file folder icons along with the name in the window.
Startup also prompts the user to enter their first name and to enter the name of
the program that is to be maintained. By redirecting the tty display stream to the
correct window, information can be entered in windows other than the tty window.
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The command Ttydisplaystream is used to redirect program input from the keyboard to
the correct windows.
All messages displayed by MAT1 are printed using the Printout function. In
using this function the window that the information is to be displayed in is specified by
using the variable name that holds the definition of the window. The format item .skip
is used to provide horizontal line spacing for the messages. Finally, the message to be
displayed is inclosed in double quotes.
The method StartUp invokes new methods depending on which items are selected
from the menu provided at the top of the user prompt window. In order to invoke a
new method a message is passed to the class that contains the method creating a new
instance of the class. A message is then passed to the instance of the class telling it
which method to start. Four subclasses in the LOOPS hierarchy were developed to
accommodate the necessary methods. The classes include HistoryOfChanges. Documen-
tation. ProgramView, and EditProgram.
The function Quit.Stmenu is used to exit from the tool back to the Interlisp-D
environment. The function See.Doc is used to invoke the method DisplayDocumenta-
tion in the class Documentation. The function See.Hst is used to invoke the method
CheckHistory in the class HistoryOfChanes. The function Edit.Pgm is used to invoke
the method EditTheSelectedProgram in the class EditProgram. The function Srch.Pgm
is used to invoke the method ViewOfProgram in the class ProgramView. The Functions
Stmenu.Whenheld and Stmenu.Whenselected are used for the whenheld and when-
selected functions respectively.
The class HistoryOfChanges has three methods associated with it. These are:
CheckHistory. EnterHistory, and LookForChanges. The method CheckHistory is used
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to display the history of changes window. This window definition is associated with
the variable Hwindow and the window property button event function is set to display
the history menu when the middle mouse button is pressed as was discussed in the
opening menu explanation.
The method CheckHistory prompts the user to enter the disk drive that the his-
tory of changes files are resident on. A D is used to represent the hard disk drive and
an F is used to represent the floppy disk drive. If there is a problem with the floppy
drive the method exits and returns back to the user prompt window. The function
Quit.Hmenu will exit from the history window to the user prompt window. The func-
tion Enter.Hst calls the method EnterHistory which allows the user to enter history of
changes text into a file. The function Hst.Date prompts the user to enter a date on
which changes were made to the program being maintained. It then calls the method
LookForChanges and passes it the date to find and the name of the file to search. The
function Hst.Purop prompts the user to enter a word that defines what purpose a
module or variable has. It then calls the method LookForChanges passing the word to
look for and the name of the file to search. The function Hst.AU displays a history file
in a Tedit window. The user can read all history information and can edit the informa-
tion if it is so desired. The functions Hmenu.Whenheld and Hmenu.Whenselected are
performed when an item in the history menu is pointed to and the left or middle mouse
button is pressed and held or if the buttons are clicked on a menu item. The function
Hmenuup displays the history menu attached to the history window on the top.
The method EnterHistory prompts the user to enter an answer as to if there are
existing history files for the program being maintained. If history files exist the func-
tion Dooldhfile is invoked and if no history files exist the function Donewhfile is called.
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The function Dooldhfile reads in the old history of changes information and assigns
that information to the variable Filestuffin. This information is displayed in the his-
tory of changes window. Next, the function Inputhst is called passing it the old file
information. Inputhst calls the recursive function Omt. Omt calls the function
Readhst which reads information from the tty window that a user enters. The infor-
mation is CONSed to a list that becomes a sentence. In order to stop the input if infor-
mation the user must press the space bar and enter a period, question mark, or an exc-
lamation point. When this occurs the user is then asked if they want to enter more
history information. If a user responds with a Y the function Readhst is called again
otherwise the history information is returned to the Dooldhfile function where it is
stored on disk and redisplayed in the history of changes window.
The function Donewhfile operates in the same manner that the old history file
function does except that no old information is passed to the Inputhst function. In
either case the list of history information must be reversed since the CONS operation
adds information to the front of a list. In order for the information to appear to be in
the correct order it must be reversed or switched end for end using the reverse com-
mand.
The method LookForChanges is used to search the history files for a specified pat-
tern. The history files are stored in a large list containing sentences or blocks of infor-
mation which themselves are lists. The function Hlookatlist is called passing to it the
list to search and the pattern to search for. The CAR of the list (the first sentence) is
then obtained and this information along with the pattern to find is passed to the func-
tion Hismemberof
.
Hismemberof checks to see if the pattern to be found is a member
of the list passed to it. This is accomplished by using the Eqmemb command. If the
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pattern is a member of the list the list is then displayed in the history display window
that the method creates. Hlookatlist is a recursive function that keeps calling itself
with the remainder of the history list (the CDR) until nothing is left in the list to
search.
The class Documentation has three methods associated with it just as does the
HistoryOfChanges class. Three methods are: DisplayDocumentation. EnterDocumenta-
tion. and LookForDocuments. Each of these three methods correspond to the methods
described for the history of changes class. The method DisplayDocumentation
corresponds to CheckHistory except that the documentation can be searched for by a
note number and the history cannot. The method EnterDocumentation corresponds to
the method EnterHistory. Finally, the method LookForDocuments corresponds to the
method LookForChanges. Each corresponding method operates in the same manner that
was described for the HistoryOfChanges methods.
The class EditProgram has one method called EditTheSelectedProgram. This
method displays the edit window and attaches the edit menu to the edit window. The
function Quit.Emenu closes the edit window and redisplays the user prompt window.
The function Edit.Prog invokes the method MakeChanges in the class ChangesMade.
The functions Emenu.Whenheld and Emenu.Whenselected are called when the left or
middle mouse button is either pressed and held or is clicked while the mouse cursor is
pointing to a menu item.
The class ChangesMade has one method called MakeChanges. This method is used
to prompt the user to enter an F if the program to be edited is on the floppy disk or to
enter a D of the program being maintained is on the hard disk drive. The user should
select FNS from the pop up menu that Dedit causes to appear. A Dedit window will
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then open with the function definitions for the program being maintained.
The class ProgramView has one method called ViewOfProgram. This method is
used to display the program view window and the program view menu. The function
Quit.Pvmenu is used to close the program view window and to display the user prompt
window. The function Pv.Modular is used to invoke the method ViewMod in the class
Modular. The function Pv.Nonmodular is used to invoke the method ViewNonMod in
the class NonModular. The functions Pvmenu.Whenheld and Pvmenu.Whenselected are
used to determine program action when the left or middle mouse buttons are held or
clicked, while the mouse cursor is pointing to a menu item.
The class NonModular has one method called ViewNonMod. This method is used
to display the nonmodular search window and its attached menu. The function
Quit.Nonmodsearchmenu is used to close the nonmodular search window and to
redisplay the program view window. The function Nmsearch.vars is used to invoke the
method SearchForVariables in the class VariableNames. The Whenheld and When-
selected functions act in the manner described previously.
The class Modular has one method called ViewMod. This method is used to
display the modular search window and its attached menu. The function
Quit.Searchmenu is used to close the modular search window and to redisplay the pro-
gram view window. The function Search.Mods invokes the method SearchForModules
in the class ModuleNames. The function Search.Vars invokes the method SearchFor-
Variables in the class VariableNames. Again, the whenheld and whenselected functions
act in the manner previously described.
The class ModuleNames has one method called SearchForModules. This method is
designed to use the Masterscope facility of Interlisp-D. The information returned by
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masterscope is then displayed in graph form. The graph then becomes a 'menu' for
obtaining more information about the program being maintained. The Masterscope
command Who Does XXX Call is used, where XXX is the name of the program being
maintained. The answer returned by masterscope is a list containing all the functions
or modules that the program calls. If no functions are called by the program then an
appropriate message is displayed in the modular search window, otherwise a graph is
created using the function Layoutsexpr with the program name as the root node and
the answer to the masterscope question as leaf nodes. The graph also has left and mid-
dle mouse button functions associated with it. The graph must be moved to a desired
location on screen and the middle mouse button should be clicked to display it.
Once the graph is displayed it can now be used as a menu to display more infor-
mation about the program currently being maintained. By moving the mouse cursor to
a leaf node in the graph and pressing the left mouse button the function called Lmbfn
is invoked. This function displays another graph using the node that was selected as
the root node and the answer to the masterscope query Who Does XXX Call, where
XXX is the node that was selected from the original graph. This allows the user to
display all subroutines or functions that a module of the original program calls.
By using the middle mouse button to select a node in the original graph, the func-
tion Mmbfn is called. This function is used to display a graph that contains all the
variables used by a particular module or the program. The root node is called
Variables-used and the leaf nodes are the members of the list returned by the master-
scope question Who Does XXX Use. where XXX is the node that was selected from the
original graph.
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The variables used graph can be used to obtain more information about the vari-
ables. By selecting a leaf node in the variables used graph with the left mouse button,
the function Modnlmbfn is invoked. This function calls the history of changes display
method LookForChanges in the class HistoryOfChanges. Selection of a leaf node in the
variables used graph with the middle mouse button calls the function Modnmmbfn.
This function calls the documentation display method LookForDocuments in the class
Documentation passing it the variable name to search for.
If Masterscope returns an answer with no values i.e. nil. the program does not
display a new graph. A message stating that no variables are used or that no functions
are called is printed in the appropriate display window. If a user makes a bad selection
in the graph, the message choose another node is displayed, prompting the user to make
another node selection.
The class VariableNames has one method called SearchForVariables. This method
is used to display a graph containing the answer to the masterscope question Who Does
XXX Use. where XXX is the program name. The user can then use the left mouse but-
ton to see what modules use a variable selected from the original variables used graph.
The answer to the masterscope question Who Uses XXX
, where XXX is the variable is
displayed in a new graph. The root node of the graph if Functions-That-Use and the
leaf nodes are the answer to the masterscope query described above. The left mouse
button can be used to select nodes in the function that uses graph. This will cause the
method LookForChanges in the class HistoryOfChanges to be invoked. All Changes for
the selected node will be displayed in the history window that is created. The middle
mouse button can be used to invoke the method LookForDocuments in the class Docu-
mentation. All Documentation containing the word that is the selected node will be
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displayed in a documentation window. SearchForVariables has no middle mouse but-
ton function defined for use in the original variables used graph.
The function Packfilename is used extensively throughout MAT1 to construct the
correct file name for editing and for searching history and documentation files. In all of
the mouse button functions defined for a graph, both the node that was selected and
the window that contains the graph are passed to the mouse button function. This is a
convention of Interlisp-D. In all cases of creating a graph, a window, or a menu, the
definitions must be stored in a variable using the Setq function. This action creates an
instance of these definitions that can be used over and over in the program. The use of
the if statement in Interlisp-D is like the use of the Cond statement, so it is necessary
to have an escape clause if no correct answer is found. All the correct forms of pro-
gramming statements can be found in the manuals accompanying the Xerox 1186
workstation.
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Appendix C
MAT1 Source Code
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ABSTRACT
One of the most overlooked parts of the software life cycle is the phase called
maintenance. Until recently, little attention has been given to this task. The attention
that has been given to this phase focused mainly on how to develop maintainable
software by using better software design techniques. Attention focused on the design
of software, to aid in maintenance, does not address the problems that maintainers are
facing today. Maintainers need tools that will aid them while they are performing a
maintenance task. Tools that will help to speed the learning portion of maintenance
must be developed. Documentation and a history of changes for the program being
maintained are the best sources for gaining the knowledge needed to do a maintenance
task.
This thesis describes a tool that will aid in the learning portion of maintenance.
The tool is called Maintenance Assistance Tool or MAT1. The tool uses a knowledge
base to obtain information about the program being maintained. MAT1 was developed
using the LOOPS programming environment and object-oriented programming tech-
niques. A documentation and history of changes search and display, along with graphic
representation of program parts is used to provide a learning environment in which a
maintainer can learn the functions of the program being maintained quickly and easily.
The program can also be edited using MAT1. The use of the LOOPS environment
allows for easy and efficient expansion of MAT1 for future use.
